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 A Course Quality Monitoring Change Project at La Trobe with a focus on the Pilot Study

 The shift in institutional models of quality improvement as a response to external and 
internal factors 

 Our evaluation of the 2018 pilot based on feedback from academic and professional staff

 Our learning curve and which improvements we intend to focus on for 2019

Today, we will present on…
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Facilitating Whole-of-Institution Quality Monitoring  

Quality 
management,  

improvement & 
enhancement

Positive impact on 
students' lives

High quality 
programs and 

teaching

Our role in Course Quality and Standards is 
to…

• Design and facilitate a system-based reflective, 
iterative process of quality monitoring

• Facilitate high visibility of the course performance for 
academics and senior management

• Strengthen oversight and accountability during the 
course lifecycle towards internal reaccreditation

• Foster an education-focused culture through 
professional development in quality enhancement
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Creating conditions for innovation: towards the learning organisation

“Learning organizations are organizations where

people continually expand their capacity to create

the results they truly desire, where new and

expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where

collective aspiration is set free, and where people

are continually learning how to learn together”

(Senge, 2006, p. 12)
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The shift in process from… 

Regular monitoring Comprehensive review

Day to day 
course 

management

Strategic / 
viability

Peer review

Professional 
accreditation

Formal Reapproval

Faculty /School 
reviews

Benchmarking

The Retrospective Model: 5-7 years, 
disjointed and disempowering review 
activities without closure of continuous 
improvement
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Benchmarking

The Iterative Model: every year, evidence-based, empowering, 
supported, and connected – focus is shifted from accountability 
to improvement

to…
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The Pilot 2018 as it happened Process – System – Support

System Set up

Data Run 

Support to use 
ACM Tools

System Open: 
Access Tools

Analysis and 
Collaborative 

Planning

Targets and Action 
Plans against the 

standards

Request 
Assistance from 

Divisions

System Close

Reporting Phase

Implementation in 
Colleges• 65 Awards

• 83 Delivery Instances

• 11 Course Teams

• 2 APVCs

• 9 Heads of School

Participants: 13 Course Groups

• Steering group

• Working group

• System Design Group

• Data Group

• Operational Group

Collaborators: 5 divisions, 6 
academic units
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Evaluative Design

Participant
Experience 

Ease of 
Completion

Increase in 
Oversight

Confidence of 
Impact

Survey

ACM Tools and 
Process

Process Data System
Survey

Issues Log
Time Log

Action plans Specific Validated Achievable ACM Forms

QS Internal
Areas for 

Improvement
Future 
Risks

Future 
Stakeholder 
Engagement

Issues Log
Focus Group
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Evaluative Questions – topics, features
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Survey questions
- Course Coordinators and Head of School/Delegates were surveyed
- Survey questions were tailored to the recipients role in the pilot (CCO or HOS)
- The below statements were used with a Likert scale and comments option**

Recipient 
cohort:

Survey question/statement:
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CCO & HOS I found the Annual Course Monitoring (ACM) online system easy to navigate. 2 10 1 1 1
CCO & HOS* I found that completing the ACM process gave me greater insight into my course/s. *Adapted for HOS. 4 9 2

CCO & HOS* I think that the ACM process will, over time, assist me to make gradual improvements to my course/s. 
*Adapted for HOS.

5 7 1 1

CCO & HOS I found the resources useful in completing the ACM self-assessment. 3 8 4
CCO I found the support provided via the PD workshop and support line/email useful in completing the 

ACM Self-Assessment.
3 3 2 1 1

CCO & HOS The course performance data was useful. 5 8 1 1
CCO & HOS I found the PDF reports easy to understand. 5 8 1 1
CCO I found the Power BI Data Dashboard easy to understand and use. 3 4 1 2
CCO When completing the ACM Self-Assessment, which data resource did you rely on more? ** (PDF 

Reports / Power BI Data Dashboard).
PDF Reports: 5 Power BI Data 

Dashboard:
5
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Critical Conversations: What has been said by participants*

Visibility, shared 
insight, and 

confidence to 
make an impact 
are linked to new 

process

Quality 
enhancement: 

when local, it will 
have impact. The 

challenge is 
connect high and 

low levels

Conversations 
about educational 

quality are 
tentative, 

uncomfortable 
and need 

facilitation

Senior leaders in 
schools will use 

the system to plan 
on a large scale

Assessment and 
delivery prevail as 
sites of focus for 

quality 
improvement 

* Shared by the working group, participant feedback, analysis of the online action planning  
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 Mixed methods evidence – how to bring types of data together to create an accurate portrait of course quality 

 Improvements around how we engage people with the tools in PD

 Closing the loop each year with action-impact-reflection cycles - working with other Divisions, like LT support

 Facilitate inter- and intra- program conversations around ‘pain points’ that surface from the new process

 Remove barriers for course change with streamlined approvals across five years of effort

What we are working on for 2019 implementation – our process improvements

Constant and 
ongoing … is more 

informative and 
valuable

Great approach to 
course monitoring

Provides data we 
had not seen 
before.

Data difficult to 
interpret

Timing – late to 
make changes.
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3 things we have learnt about 

how we can empower 

the enablers to innovate

through quality 

enhancement

Provide the 
tools to 

master the 
situation

Simple tools that make 
program-based analysis 
interesting and clear

Make it 
visible and 

familiar

Make performance and 
quality issues and 

positive practices visible 
to academic leaders

Think 
forward 

and share 
objectives

Share baseline 
expectations and give 
support to reach and go 
beyond
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